
 
 
 

Ladies of the Lakes  

Quilters of Lakeland 

 

Quilt Show Categories 2022 

 
 
100  Large Bed, Pieced Solo:  Made and quilted by one person; more than 50% 

pieced. 

Total of all sides larger than 288”  

 

200  Large Bed, Pieced Dual:  Made and quilted by two or more persons; more 

than 50% pieced. 

 Total of all sides larger than 288” 

 

300  Large Bed, Applique:  Made and quilted by one or more persons more than 

50% appliqued. 

 Total of all sides larger than 288”  

 

400  Medium, Pieced:  Made and quilted by one or more persons; more than 

50% pieced.   

 Total of all sides larger than 160” and less than 288” 

 

500  Medium, Applique:  Made and quilted by one or more persons; more than 

50% appliqued.   

 Total of all sides larger than 160” and less than 288” 

 

600  Small Quilts, Pieced or Applique:   Includes wall hangings, crib quilts, doll 

quilts; made and quilted by one or more persons. 

 Total of all sides larger than 96” and less than 160” 

 

700  Miniature Quilts:  A miniature is a pieced, applique, or other technique quilt 

that is a reduced scale of a full size quilt.  This includes fabric motif size, binding 

width, block size quilting stitch size, constructed and quilted by entrant. 

 Maximum finished block size 4” 

 Total of all sides 96” or less. 
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800  Original Design:  Any size or technique; Designed, constructed and quilted 

by entrant.  Copies of existing work or use of any elements from commercial 

patterns will be disqualified in this category.  May be contemporary or 

traditional.  

 

900  Mixed Techniques:  Any combination of at least TWO or more of the 

following techniques:  piecing, applique, stenciling, embellishments (more than 

the odd bead or two), hand embroidery, threadwork.  Made and quilted by 

one or more persons. 

  

1000  Special Category:  Clothing, yo-yo, cathedral window, crazy quilts, whole 

cloth, embroidered utilizing machine embroidery or digitized designs, decorative 

items.  Made and quilted by one or more persons. 

 

1100  Modern:  Characteristics:  Creative use of expansive negative space, 

innovative piecing, asymmetry or alternate grid-work.  Graphic display of solid, 

bold colored and printed fabrics.  Made and quilted by one or more persons.    

 

1200  First-Time Entrant:  Any quilt made by a person who has never entered a 

quilt show before. 

 

 

 

 

Special Awards 

Best of Show 

Judge’s Choice 

Viewer’s Choice  

Best Hand Applique 

Best Machine Applique 

Best Hand Quilting 

Best Machine Quilting 

Best Use of Color  

NACQJ Merit Ribbon 

 


